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New Voice Over Internet Protocol Phones Phase 1 & 2: Update

As a part of Phase 1, Fiber installation for the SIP trunks has been completed and we are awaiting the delivery and installation of all electronic equipment at both Data Centers. Once all equipment has been installed, the vendor will sign off on the installation and testing of the circuit for the Dynamic IP service. Migration of the SIP trunks is pending.

LRIT has completed the installation and testing of the interface to the Paging System at Central Fire Station. Currently, we are installing all phones at this location.

Additional VoIP networking equipment and phones, totaling $49,027.40 were purchased with funds from the Operational Capital Expenditure account. 738 of the approximate 1050 city managed phones have been installed and are in use daily.
Technology Equipment Upgrade
LRIT purchased 20 desktop computers, 7 laptop computers, licensing and additional accessories to replace outdated technology equipment, improving reliability and proficiency. Funds totaling $46,432.95, were taken from the Operational Capital Expenditure account to cover this cost.